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About This Content

This newly unearthed footage exposes further secrets from the dark past of the Baker family.

- 21: Take part in a twisted card game where the stakes are your life.
- Daughters: Experience the events that unfolded on the night it all started, when the downfall of the Bakers was set in motion.

Includes the extra bonus content Jack's 55th Birthday.
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Worst content pack Paradox has ever released.. Graphics are great!

Story and ending horrible. Still trying to figure out what the hell I just accomplished after 3 hours. Also, not scary at all. Not
even slightly.. Reminds me of Overlord meets Legend of Zelda. I love the art of the game and the story is just goofy villainy..
I'm terrible at art, but it's really fun making whatever you want! Recommended if you like painting for fun!. Started new;
chopped wood.
Mined\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Got weapons.
Learned how to fight.
Made a house.
Defended house.
Mustered up a cult following of others.
Made a guild.
Joined an alliance.
Blew up a castle; or "keep" as its called in MO.
Built our keep in the remains of a fallen one.
Held keep for 8 months.
Lost everything at 7am due to russians and other non-timezone friendly players.

wud r8 8\/8 m8. Wood chop wood again.. Sherlock holmes the sliver earring is just another game for point and click fans if
youre not just pick it up if you want it. This game story is that a few people are murdered and the great Sherlock Holmes must
solve the case. Now being a Sherlock holmes game this does have great script writing which i did enjoy but some game elements
did♥♥♥♥♥♥me off. There are stealh sections which are abysmal and one task for you too make in under time.The game
works well all you do is talk to people and solve puzzles which are smart and really do make you think.This game of course has
bad graphics but it doesnt matter because the inviroments do look impressive. So overall its a game you should pick up only in a
sale i give it a 6/10
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the pirate level keeps on freezing and won,t let me play the pirate level
pls fix otherwise it is a fun game.. While I gave this game a positiv review at the start, I really have to switch to negative now. It
was a great Idea, but nothing is happening here. The game is still very basic.

My original review:
I really like it!

Pro:
- Magic the Gathering in VR! ... you know what I mean ;D
- the basics work and even if it is a bit rough around the edges you can see a good foundation for future updates

Con:
- totally ea, dont expect a full game, all you can do at the moment is a basic quickmatch against the ai without deckbuilding
(there is around a dozen cards)

It is a nice start, the content on release day will probably not entertain you for more then 20-30 minutes. You can summon some
creatures, cast some nice damage and armor spells, shot some arrows...sounds great right, but this really needs more content.
Anyway, if you are like me, this is one of the concepts I dreamed of when buying my VR-headset. I dont regret my purchase at
all and am eagerly waiting for the next update.

Sorry for any spelling or grammar mistakes, I am not a native speaker.. Fun little game that gives the feel of an old computer
game like The Pit but with the smoothness and extra "layers" expected from a modern counterpart.. It's a little bit expensive, but
it's worth every penny.. it likes my ears, my ears like it
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